Mitochondrial respiration in the low oxygen environment of the cell. Effect of ADP on oxygen kinetics.
Oxygen levels in the intracellular microenvironment of tissues such as heart are extremely low, at 1-2% of standard atmospheric oxygen pressure. Kinetic studies with isolated mitochondria suggest a regulatory role of oxygen under these conditions, particularly in active states at high ADP concentration, when oxygen affinity was lower than in the resting state at ADP limitation. The oxygen pressure at 50% of maximum flux, p50, was 0.035 and 0.057 kPa in heart and liver mitochondria, respiring in state 3 on substrates for complex I or II and II, respectively. p50 in the resting state 4 was 0.02 kPa. The apparent kinetic efficiency, Jmax/p50, increased from the resting to the active state, despite the decrease of oxygen affinity, 1/p50. Consequently, the relative increase of respiratory flux by ADP activation, expressed as the adenylate control ratio, declined under hypoxia, but not to the extreme of a complete loss of the scope for activation, which would occur at constant Jmax/p50. High oxygen affinity is achieved by an excess capacity of cytochrome c oxidase relative to the respiratory chain and a correspondingly low turnover rate of this enzyme, consistent with the concept of kinetic trapping of oxygen [1].